
Evaluate Skill, Not Style

Holdings-Based Performance Attribution for

Consultants and Investment Managers

Innovative, Leading-Edge Analyses for

Today’s Challenging World



What this means:

The Purpose of Attribution: Getting the WHYs

Investment Managers

- Monitor and improve investment process
- Report to clients and prospects

Consultants and Investors

- Identify strengths and weaknesses
- Trust but verify StokTrib allows you to verify many of the 
subjective aspects of attribution. Our reports identify factors 
driving performance that even the managers themselves may not 
realize. StokTrib clearly helps you determine if performance is 
driven by skill or style, and to substantiate your manager’s 
explanations of what mattered and why.

What You Need

In order of importance:

1. Accuracy
2. Easy to Understand
3. Easy to Use



StokTrib Sample Reports:

Easy to Understand

Impressive to Clients

Sample Reports using an
Emerging Markets Manager benchmarked

against the MSCI  ETF (EEM) for the
three years ending 12/31/10. 

A challenging portfolio during a challenging time. 



What this means:

Executive Summary

Top panels tell you how you did and why. You can see the details in the rest of the reports, but this is pretty much the whole 
story. The pie charts confirm or question the appropriateness of your benchmark. If there are big differences, you need to decide 
if it’s because the manager has made big bets or because you have the wrong benchmark. If the benchmark is wrong all of the 
analytics are wrong (Garbage in, garbage out – GIGO). StokTrib provides great flexibility and power in customizing the benchmark. 
We highly recommend that you use it. You can specify a benchmark by style blend, sector blend or country blend. You can even 
provide a custom portfolio as a benchmark – you specify holdings and neutral allocations.

1 The Market was flat.

2 The Benchmark was pretty 
much flat.

3 Style allocation was out of 
favor.

1 2 3

4

5
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4 Stock Selection won the day.

5 The Portfolio has been tilted 
towards Large Cap Growth 
and …

6 … Consumer DIscretionary.

Next Step:

Consider customizing the 
benchmark



What this means:

The histories of the components of return from 3 different perspectives

Persistence in a component of performance is a good clue that skill is involved – it’s the strong suit of the manager. You’ll want to 
know if it’s coming from a particular style, sector or country so you can confirm that the decision makers in that space are still on 
board. You’ll find the details in the attribution reports that follow. 

These line graphs show cumulative unannualized growth from each source – selection, allocation and activity. All are relative to the 
benchmark. Pie charts show the importance of each source. Reports are provided for style and sector, plus a third report for country is 
added for Foreign and Global portfolios.

You’ll find that the major component of performance is usually the benchmark, so again it’s important to get it right. Then the 2nd

most important contributor is typically security selection, but you may find allocation is the 2nd most important, especially if the 
manager is a top-down allocator. Look at the pattern through time. You’d like to see a monotonically increasing line – a factor 
consistently adding value through time. Are there blips in the line? If so, it might pay to run separate reports for those time periods to 
better understand what happened.

1 Style orientation (Large 
Growth) is out of favor. 
Good selection.

2 Sector allocation is in favor. 
Poor stock selection. 
Subsequent exchibits show it 
was Consumer Discretionary.

3 Country allocation was neutral. 
Good stock selection. 
Subsequent exhibits show it 
was a single stock.

1

2

3

Next Step:

Discuss style and sector tilt 
effects with the manager. 
Applaud the manager for 
good stock selection.



Attribution Analysis

The following examples are for
Country-Based Attribution

Similar reports are provided for

Style-Based Attribution

Sector-Based Attribution



What this means:

Performance Evaluation

Portfolio Opportunity Distributions (PODs) are shown as floating bars for each country within the benchmark. The portfolio’s returns in each country 
are plotted against the POD backdrop so performance is evaluated against this unbiased peer group which comprises all portfolios that could have 
been formed from stocks in the benchmark that are in the indicated country. This is not the range of stock returns, but rather the range of portfolio 
returns. StokTrib is unique in providing this mechanism for determining statistical significance. A dot plotted in the top decile or above, or the 
bottom decile or below, is statistically significant at the 90% confidence level. You get an instant visual reading on the statistical significance of stock 
selection by country.  In this context, the question “Is performance good?” is answered relative to all of the possible portfolios that could have been 
held. It is classical hypothesis testing. 

Also plotted in the bottom graph are the allocations of the portfolio, in red, contrasted to the benchmark’s country allocations in blue. You’re most 
concerned about successes and failures in the countries with the greatest allocations.

1 Biggest value added. 
Country details reveal it was 
one stock: Baidu.

1 2 Peer groups are Portfolio 
Opportunity Distributions: 
All portfolios that could have 
been held when choosing 
stocks in he Benchmark.

2 3 Comparison of Portfolio to 
Benchmark allocations by 
country.

3

Next Step:

Hear the manager’s story 
about Baidu.



What this means:

Attribution

No other attribution system can relate multi-period attribution measures to Allocations and Returns, as shown at the tops of the last 3 
columns.  StokTrib is the only system that employs Effective Returns, where the Weights x Returns sum to Total Returns so standard 
single period formulas work. Even though the standard attribution table is provided, please be aware of the formulas that you can use 
to follow exactly how attribution is calculated. Effective Return causes everything on this page to behave exactly like a single period 
report, so all attribution results are verifiable This is important for a number of reasons including the fact that you do not have to 
blindly trust black box smoothing algorithms that other systems use to construct this table. Everything is here for you to see and 
understand.

Note that columns C and D - benchmark weight and return - enter into all of the calculations, so you can see that if the benchmark is 
wrong, all of the analytics are wrong (GIGO).

Also shown below is the graphical representation of the table with the value added /subtracted by country allocation shown in red and 
stock selection in blue.

1 Stock selection in Emerging 
Markets hurt.

2 Stock selection in “Other” 
helped.

Next Step:

Discuss stock selection in 
Emerging Markets and 
“Other” with the manager. 
What went wrong and what 
went right?

1

2



What this means:

A few words on Accuracy

Holdings based. 

Returns simply can't provide an accurate view. Many believe they are getting attribution with 

Zephyr, MPI & the like. This is not true, even though the word "attribution" is frequently used. 

Attribution is all about "Trust but verify" so you want to know which stocks, sectors and styles 

impacted performance and why, and discuss these with the manager.

Ability to customize the benchmark. 

If the benchmark is wrong all of the results are wrong. It's garbage-in-garbage-out. Limiting 

your benchmark choice to popular indexes means you'll get the benchmark wrong for all non-

index-huggers, i.e. liberated managers. The result is bad decision making, hiring losers and 

firing winners. 

Global.

It is indeed a global economy so it's important to be able to analyze portfolios with non-US 

stock holdings. 



What this means:

Innovations That Improve Accuracy

1 Custom Benchmarks

2 Effective Rate of Return

Custom Benchmarks
If the benchmark is wrong, all of the analysis is wrong (GIGO). StokTrib provides extensive 
specification flexibility: indexes, custom portfolios plus blends of styles, sectors or countries.

Effective Rate of Return
Multi-period attributions use complex smoothing algorithms to calculate cumulative attribution. 
The user must trust a black box because the attribution results do not tie to the performance and 
allocation of the fund and benchmark (columns A-D).  Effective return overcomes these 
inconsistencies and shows easy-to-verify standard attribution formulas. No black box. 

3

A Common Misconception About Accuracy
“Daily transaction-based systems are the most accurate, so they are worth the high cost.”
Reality (StokTrib is monthly buy-and-hold Holdings-based)
• Returns are more accurate but not attribution, and you certainly don’t need an attribution system to calculate an 

accurate rate of return. You input your most accurate rate of return into StokTrib and it reports on Activity, defined   
as the difference between actual return & buy-and-hold, an important measure.  

• Data requirements for holdings-based are much simpler, so StokTrib is much easier to use. 
• Getting the benchmark right, as well as the standard attribution formulas, is what ACCURACY is all about.  

Remember, if the benchmark is wrong all of the results are wrong. Same is true of the analytics.

All attribution systems provide the standard table below.  

That’s the form. Consider the SUBSTANCE.

1 2

1

2



What this means:

Integrating Geometric Returns with Effective Returns

Total Returns are Sums of Weights x Effective Returns in columns B’ and D’.

Attribution measures tie to portfolio and benchmark.

1 1

2

1

2



Supporting Information

Holdings-Based Style Analysis

Biggest, Best and Worst

Returns-Based Analyses

Portfolio Characteristics

Effective Return Analysis



What this means:

Holdings-Based Style Analyses

Three holdings-based style analysis reports are provided. Starting from upper left:

1. Point-in-time style histories are plotted for your portfolio, and contrasted to the histories of your benchmark and the total market 
(which is generally in the same location through time).

2. Mountain charts graphically show the histories of point‐in‐time style allocations for your portfolio, as well as the benchmark and 
the total market.

3. Holdings in each style are listed and the following are shown for each stock: Capitalization, number of periods held, average allocation 
(“Weight”), effective return for periods held, return for entire report period, Impact (Weight times effective return). This detailed 
listing of holdings broken out by style is unique to StokTrib – not available elsewhere.

Transparency is one of the benefits of StokTrib. In this report you see every stock that we call value or growth, large or small. No need to trust a black 
box, as you do with returns-based style analysis. Holdings-based analysis is actually quite simple. Simpler than returns-based.

Observe the history of your portfolio’s style drift through time. Has this been strategic (manager’s decision) or market driven (stock characteristics have 
changed)? Is the style “trail” of the benchmark similar to that of your portfolio, suggesting either market driven changes and / or index hugging. Some 
indexes are reconstituted infrequently, so their underlying characteristics can and do drift in between reconstitutions.

1 Both the Fund and the 
Benchmark have 
fluctuated in style, 
especially the Fund.

2 The Fund’s Large Growth 
tilt has been consistent 
through time.

Next Step:

Consider customizing the 
benchmark.

1

2



What this means:

Biggest, Best & Worst: Calculated Right

This is the most popular StokTib report for several reasons. It provides both transparency and significance, showing the stock positions that mattered 
most. Also, it answers a fairly complex question: what is the performance impact of a stock position that is not held throughout the period and that is 
changing through time? Effective Return provides the answer. Note the differences between Report Period Return and Effective Return. This captures 
the effects of advantageous or detrimental allocation decisions. 

Stocks in each category are identified by name, style and sector (plus country for Foreign and Global), plus the following: number of periods (generally 
months) held, average allocation (weight), unannualized Effective Return,  unannualized return over entire report period (includes periods not held), 
impact (weight times Effective Return).  Any stocks that are in the largest holdings, and also appear in the best or worst, are highlighted.

For a deeper understanding, select a few stocks from this table and open their “Effective Return Report” (separate report described later), which details 
stock performance and manager allocations. 

1 Baidu is the big winner.

Next Step:

Ask the manager to tell the 
stories of a few stocks. Have 
the Effective Return reports 
on these stocks at hand. 

1



What this means:

Returns-Based Analyses: MPT++

This report provides a returns-based family of performance evaluation measures to round out StokTrib’s holdings-based analyses. 

Various return and risk measures are presented in the table on the left, and two graphics are provided on the right: regression (alpha and beta) 
analysis and the distribution of quarterly portfolio returns.

Evaluate performance on both an absolute and risk-adjusted basis. Some of the questions you’ll want to answer are as follows:
• Is the alpha (risk-adjusted value added) significant, indicated by a T-value above 2.
• Does this portfolio behave like the benchmark, indicated by high R-squared and low tracking error. But remember that alpha and R-squared are 
from different alphabets – you have to take on tracking error to add value. 
• Has this portfolio taken more or less risk than the benchmark, indicated by beta, and standard deviation relative to the benchmark.
• Has risk been rewarded, indicated by excess return and the various ratios.
• Does this manager perform better in good or bad markets, indicated by up and down market capture ratios.
• Is performance consistent, indicated by the consistency ratio and the distribution of quarterly returns. 
• How much of standard deviation is truly risk, namely downside risk. Standard deviation measures total volatility, both upside (good) and downside 

(bad).

1 Good risk-adjusted 
performance.

1

Next Step:

Compliment this manager for 
the good performance.



What this means:

Detailed Characteristics

Two sets of characteristic reports are provided: bar graphs (not shown) and line charts (shown here). 11 characteristics are reported 
upon to provide confirmation that the style of the manager is what you believe it to be, and that the benchmark is reasonably in line 
with your portfolio, because remember GIGO (Garbage-in-garbage-out). For example, we would expect a growth manager and his 
benchmark to have a high Price/Earnings ratio and a low dividend yield. Understand when and by how much your portfolio has 
deviated from the benchmark, and the benchmark has differed from the market. Discuss deviations with the manager to understand 
the strategies that were employed over time.

Some systems decompose performance on the basis of these characteristics. We believe that this only serves to complicate an already 
complex process, so we’ve chosen instead to focus on style, sector and country attribution analyses.

1 11 characteristics are 
reported.

2 More confirmation of Growth 
orientation

Next Step:

Consider customizing the 
benchmark.

Capitalization

Growth Measures

Cash Flow (5 Year)

Earnings (10 Year)

Earnings Growth (5 Year)

Return on Equity

Value Measures

Price to Earnings

Price to Book

Price to Cash Flow

Price to Sales

Yield

Quality*

1

2



What this means:

Effective Return Analysis for Every Stock

StokTrib provides two separate reports: Attribution, which is detailed in the previous pages, and Effective Return, which is 
described here. Every stock in the portfolio is issued an Effective Return report so you can see (1) the wisdom of allocation
decisions while the stock was held and (2) the wisdom of entrance and exit from a stock position. It is the mission of StokTrib to 
enable investors to “Trust but Verify”. These Effective Return reports are one of the most powerful tools in accomplishing this 
mission. 

The left panel plots stock return versus allocation. If more is held when the stock is doing well than when it is doing poorly, that’s 
good, and results in a upward sloping line. Disadvantageous allocations produce a downward sloping line. Of course this allocation 
history is driven by both stock performance and manager decisions, which is perfectly alright. Managers routinely assess individual 
stock positions. 

The right panel shows the cumulative unannualized performance histories of the stock-in-isolation and the stock-in-the-portfolio. 
Here you clearly see the wisdom of the entrance and exit into a stock position, at least within the context of the report period. 
Note that Effective Return for a specific stock is different for every portfolio because allocations to that stock are different.

1 All stocks in the portfolio are 
available. Baidu is the best 
performing stock.

2 Downward slope shows 
higher allocations associated 
with lower returns – not 
good.

Next Step:

Discuss Baidu, the best 
contributor, with the manager. 
Everybody loves a success story.

3 Advantageous purchase 
date just prior to run-up.

1

2

3



What this means:

What You Need

In order of importance:

1. Accuracy

2.Easy to Understand

3.Easy to Use



What this means:

Innovations Make Reports Easy to Understand

Effective Rate of Return

This proprietary breakthrough captures the effects of changing allocations to an asset: stock, style, 

sector or region, and is the basis for a new attribution measure called “Timing”, plus identifying 

“Best & Worst Stocks.”

Effective return is the magic that overcomes the inconsistencies in competing products. See next 

page for enhanced report example, including the verifiable formulas that that tie everything 

together.

Portfolio Opportunity Distributions®

Unbiased scientific peer groups show what matters and why in simple graphical form. Simulation 

technology brings Monte Carlo into the world of attribution. 

Surz Style Pure® Indexes

All funds and benchmarks are segmented into the same robust styles providing comparability and

continuity across reports.  Styles are mutually exclusive (no overlap of membership) and 

exhaustive (collectively comprise entire market). 

Activity

Activity tracks the difference between actual monthly returns and buy-and-hold monthly returns.

Some believe daily attribution is more accurate, but this is not true. Returns might be more 

accurate, but not attribution.   



What this means:

Architecture Makes StokTrib Easy to Use

Easy Input

- Import holdings from Excel or flat text files 
- Web-based portal
- Advent link
- Direct connection to your data source (on request)

Easy Option Selection and Report Navigation

- Select a fund, a report, a time period and launch
- Edit a fund
- Several utilities

StokTrib Community

- Popular ETF holdings like the S&P500 or Russell 3000
- Fund holdings shared with other users like some mutual funds 
- On-line messaging and support



For a live demonstration, contact:

Ron Surz

E-mail:  Ron@PPCA-Inc.com

Phone:  (949) 488-8339

mailto:Ron@PPCA-Inc.com
mailto:Ron@PPCA-Inc.com
mailto:Ron@PPCA-Inc.com

